SDG Team-Building Simulation
The SDGs simulation is a unique and motivational activity based on
the United Nations’ 2030 sustainability development goals (SDGs) and
is focused on real-life challenges by balancing the economy,
environment, and society.
Through this activity, participants work collaboratively and are
encouraged to think about their overall team dynamic and how their
actions apply in real-world/real-workplace settings. Participant’s
natural curiosity about extremely complex issues become heightened.
This team-building activity is designed as a multi-player, in-person,
card-based game that simulates managing the “real world” into the
year 2030 by completing projects with resources such as time, money,
and principles. The experience results in a powerful and impactful
social phenomenon that gets everyone talking, planning, and thinking
deeply about a sustainable future.

Team-Building Outcomes:
• Build camaraderie through team-work
• Build confidence through interactions
• Cognitive and Critical Thinking skills
• Collaboration skills
• Communication skills
• Conflict Resolution & Negotiation skills
• Problem-solving & Planning skills
• Recognize impact of Unconscious Biases
• Thoughtful Leadership skills
Participants will gain direct experience in co-creating a sustainable
world while gaining a better understanding of different work and
learning styles and points-of-view. Discussions about leading
inclusively and recognizing unconscious bias are woven into the
program in order to enhance key take-aways.
This high-stakes, animated, action-packed activity is one that your
participants will be talking and thinking about for weeks on end!
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What people are saying:
“A very well-conceived, excellently facilitated thought-provoking and fun
event. Stimulated meaningful conversations with a diverse mix of interesting
people and identification of actions each of us can take in our personal and
professional lives.”

With the use of resources such as time, money,
and principles, teams are given projects which
they need to accomplish by balancing the
economy, environment, and society. Group
outcomes are different each time the
simulation is played which speaks not only to
the cultural make-up of the team but also to
their leadership and communication styles.

View a sample game here:
https://youtu.be/VoYGn3oiLog
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